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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR KERNOWJET WALLSHARK® - 170TWG

WallSharK is an ultra-tough polyester film with zero stretch, enabling very accurate panel joints. Your
wallcovering will look just like a traditional one but with the benefit of the ease of application of a selfadhesive film and without its downsides.
The wall must be smooth, clean, dry and free of grease, silicone coatings and any other residue, dust and
debris. Application temperature of the surface should be 50° to 100°F (10° to 38°C).
How to apply a multi-panel design
Application is a combination of self-adhesive and traditional wallcovering application techniques:
1.

Panels should always be applied vertically:

2. a

If you have a very precise wallpaper cutting machine (Fotoba or equivalent), you can cut the panels
to the exact width and apply directly with butt-joints.

2. b

If you wish to cut the panels manually, we recommend the double cut install method:
The print needs an additional bleed into the side of each panel in order to
overlap one panel onto the next and perfectly match the graphics on the wall.
Typically, the overlapped area will be between 1" and 2”.
Use a very sharp blade to cut through both pieces of the overlapped
WallSharK.
After cutting a straight line down the wall, peel back the top layer and remove
the trimmed portion, which will result in exact match of the panels. When
done correctly, the seams on the wall should be nearly invisible from a normal
viewing distance. On drywall, we recommend using a seam cutting tool. The
tool will allow you to set a metal plate behind the layers of wallcovering that
are being cut, shielding the wall from a contact with the knife.
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